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EPILOGUE

When I applied in 1996 for a job as seabird researcher in Antarctica I could not imagine that 
this would keep me busy for so long. It began with three long � eld seasons in a row on a small 
island, just off the coast of Antarctica. Living on Ardery Island with so much abundant and 
approachable wildlife was a unique experience, which I will not easily forget. It is really an 
awesome place. From to time to time I still miss it. Back in Holland, working on my own and 
producing papers was not always easy. It felt again like being on a small island, but now with 
fewer birds and more people around. This island was more lonely, and I am happy that it is 
done. It would have been impossible without the help of many people who contributed to the 
project.
 First of all I would like to thank my copromotor Jan Andries van Franeker (IMARES 
Texel). He taught me much about the seabird ecology and the practical skills in the � eld work. 
During more than three months spent together on Ardery Island, he gave this project a kick-start 
with his knowledge on fulmarine petrels and his extensive previous work experience on Ardery 
Island. In this way he prepared me for a life as Antarctic seabird ecologist for the coming years. 
He was very concerned about his people in Antarctica and looked after many bureaucratic and 
personal matters that needed attention. After all those years, Jan Andries remained supportive 
and provided much feedback on my manuscripts. Next, I thank my promotor Wim Wolff (Dept 
Marine Biology at the University of Groningen). He was always friendly and helpful and, 
especially in the end phase, he guided me through the � nal writing process.
 Many thanks also to Willem van der Veer, who developed our Automatic Weighing 
and Identi� cation Nestsystem (AWIN) at the Institute for Forestry and Nature Research IBN-
DLO (now Alterra - Wageningen University & Research centre). He helped us with installing 
AWIN and our wind and solar energy system in our � eld camp in the � rst season. At later stages, 
back in Holland, he kept on improving and revising the weigh system and the software. 
 My assistants in the � eld were invaluable for this project, without them I would not 
have been able to collect all these data. The Dutch technical assistants Jeroen Hasperhoven 
(1997-98) and Waldo Ruiterman (1998-99) were responsible for the electronic equipment and 
maintenance of the AWIN system and assisted in the � eld work. The Australian � eld assistants 
Oliver Hentschel, Susan Doust, Belinda Harding and Anna Beinssen made long hours during 
one of the � eld seasons and collected much of the data in study colonies that formed the basis 
of this study. I was impressed by their attentive observations and careful handling of the birds. 
They also contributed to the long-term monitoring program of the other fulmarine petrels on 
the island: the snow petrel and the cape petrel. I thank all my assistants very much for their 
support and company on the island.
  The support that the Ardery Island project received from the Australian Antarctic 
Division was extraordinary. I am most grateful to all the people at the division that made this 
Dutch-Australian project successful. The station leaders and crews of the Australian research 
station Casey provided essential support to the ‘bird bof� ns at Ardery’. The ‘tradies’ did a 
tremendous job by installing and maintaining the � eld camp and the radio communication 
between Casey and Ardery Island. The chef at Casey provided us with food, bread and even 
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fresh vegetables or fruit when available after a resupply of the station. Regularly, boats visited 
the island bringing food, beer, people or equipment. Many expeditioners helped us out when 
extra hands were needed on the island. Back in the head of� ces in Kingston, Tasmania, the 
project also got much support from many people. Even years after the � eldwork was completed, 
staff was very helpful with providing data, maps and further information that I needed for 
writing.
  
Antarctic research by IMARES Wageningen-UR is commissioned by the Netherlands Ministry 
of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality (LNV) under its Statutory Research Task Nature & 
Environment WOT-04-003-002. The Netherlands AntArctic Programme (NAAP), managed by 
the Netherlands Organisation for Scienti� c Research (NWO) funded the Ardery Island study 
under projects ALW 751.494.09 and 751.495.06. The Australian Antarctic Division generously 
supported the Science project 2279 (Long-term studies of Antarctic fulmarine petrels in the AAT 
in relation to the CCAMLR Ecosystem Monitoring Program), both � nancially and by providing 
the essential logistics to make our work possible. 

Since my childhood my parents encouraged me to explore the natural environment and to 
broaden my horizon. This has in� uenced me throughout my life a lot and has led me to distant 
places like Antarctica. I am my parents very thankful for that. I deeply regret that my mother is 
not able to see the � nal result of my Antarctic expeditions. 

From all the friends that helped me during the study, there is one I speci� cally like 
to mention: Georg Engelhard. Discussing scienti� c matters with him has always been very 
enjoyable and inspiring and many manuscripts have bene� ted from his useful comments. 
Thanks mate! Since 1995, when we spent one fantastic � eld season together on sub-Antarctic 
Macquarie Island we stayed in touch, wherever we were based. Studying the behaviour of 
imperturbable Southern Elephant Seals was a start of a long and productive friendship.
 There are so many other people whom I would like to thank for their patience and 
support in many ways. This list is long, and I really wouldn’t know where to start. Thus: family, 
friends, colleagues, housemates, many thanks to you all! Without you it would have been 
impossible for me to � nish this thesis.

It has been a long journey – and it was really worth it.

Jeroen
Amsterdam, 2010
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